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1 Varna (phoneme) and Akshara (sylla-
ble) 

Sanskrit Grammar has distinguished the terms varna 
(phoneme) and akshara (syllable). Both these terms are 
used in the context of spoken languages and can be ex-
tended to written languages.  
Since the oral tradition in India was of a higher order, 
the stress on right pronunciation was laid at most on the 
spoken language. To represent such speech nuances in 
written language, various chinhas (signs) were evolved 
as to strike the equivalence in spoken and written ex-
pressions. This extra-ordinary activity is part of the In-
dian tradition.  
Diagram 1 

 
 

Therefore, the realization of such phonemic system in 
the context of new technology seems to be imperative 
where writing is talked in the context of speech and 
speech in the context of writing. The attempt is made to 
identify varnamala comprising of basic speech sound 
units as vowel phonemes (swara varna) and consonant 
phonemes (vyanjan varna) (Diagram 1).  
These phonemes (varnas) when combined as C...C + V 
or only V, form complete phonetic cluster. The corre-
spondence in spoken and written syllables must be pre-
served through the Phonemic scheme firstly by giving 
each phoneme a distinct identity and secondly by giving 
each chinha -denoting nuances of speech -a distinct 
identity in the form of standardisation. 

2 Sanskrit Phonology and Orthography 

Presently, Devanagari script is used for writing classical 
Sanskrit as well as Vedic Sanskrit. This includes the 
multi-tier usage of diacritic marks of complex composi-
tions, above, below and at the sides of the base glyphs. 
Therefore, as compared to modern historical derivatives 
from Sanskrit such as Hindi, Marathi, Nepali etc., the 
Sanskrit text demands adequate range of characters as 
well as exhaustive rendering rules to achieve the ad-
vanced typographic quality in Classical as well as Vedic 
Sanskrit text.  

3 Standardisation Principles 

The effective smallest unit of the Sanskrit writing sys-
tem can be the phoneme (varna). The range of pho-
nemes (Varnamala) consists of ‘SwaraVarna’ (Vowel 
Phoneme) and ‘Vyanjan Varna’ (Consonant phoneme). 
While ‘Swara Varna’ is self-powered and it is not de-
pendent on any other element, the ‘Vyanjan Varna’ 
however, needs an addition of ‘Swara Varna’ to com-
pose its syllabic entity. While ‘Swara Varna’ (V) can be 
written down as syllables (‘akhara’), other syllables are 
the outcome of the combination of ‘Vyanjan Varna’ and 
‘Vowel Varna’.  



4 Phoneme (varna) to Syllables (aksharas) 

As mentioned earlier phonemes are divided into two 
types: vowel phonemes (swara varna) and consonant 
phonemes (vyanjan varna). They together broadly con-
stitute the Varnamala which has been referred as a 
varna-samamnaya. The orthographic representation of 
these varnas is done in a systematic way. The combina-
tion of consonant phoneme and a vowel phoneme pro-
duces a syllable (akshara). A cluster of glyphs emerges 
as an outcome of this process.  
For example,  
/k/ + /a/ = /ka/ syllable which is written as ...   क्+अ=क 
/p/ + /aa/ = /paa/ syllabic akshara is /paa/       प+्आ=पा 
Please note that corresponding to each swara phoneme 
there is an akshara which is its syllabic form.  
Vowel phoneme अ आ इ ई  etc. 
Vowel syllable  अ आ इ ई  etc. 
This similarity has unfortunately caused the non differ-
entiation in between Varnamala and Aksharamala in the 
present times. Recently some grammar books in Indian 
languages are attempting to explain the difference be-
tween Varna and Akshara. 
 
In the written text when the combination of CV occurs, 
only then the Swara Varna is rendered into a Swara Ma-
tra sign. Otherwise the Vowel Varna is written in the 
text as it is (as independent vowel). Therefore vowel 
Matra is just the rendering form of a sound of a Swara 
Varna in CV. However in the context of V, VV, VC, 
VCCC…. The Swara Varna remains as is ओ, आई, अच ्

5 Rendering of aksharas (Syllables) 

k-phoneme + /a/ = k-akshar  क्+अ=क 
 
The syllables formed by adding vowel phonemes /a/, 
/aa/, /i/, etc. to the consonant phoneme are written by 
creating aksharas. All swara phonemes are added to one 
consonant phoneme one by one. This concept is called a 
baaraakhadi.  
Thus the concept of extended range of ‘Barakhadi’ (18 
syllables) is achieved in the following way. 

 
K(d) + vv1 = K + A =  KA क्+अ=क 
K(d) + vv2 = K + AA =  KAA क्+आ=का 
K(d) + vv3 = K + I = KI  क्+इ=िक 

K(d) + vv4 = K + II = KII  क्+ई=की 
K(d) + vv5 = K + U = KU  क्+उ=कु 

K(d) + vv6 = K + UU = KUU क

K(d) + vv7 = K + Vocalic R = K(Vocalic)R क्+ऋ=कृ 

K(d) + vv8 = K + Vocalic RR= K(Vocalic)RR क्+ॠ=कॄ 

K(d) + vv9 = K + Vocalic L = K(Vocalic)L क्+ऌ=कॢ 

K(d) + vv10 = K + Vocalic L = K(Vocalic)LL क्+ॡ=कॣ 

K(d) + vv11 = K + E = KE (Short) क्+ऎ= कॆ 

K(d) +vv12 = K + EE = KE  क्+ए=के 

K(d) + vv13 = K + E = K(Candra}E क्+ऍ=कॅ 

K(d) + vv14 = K + AE = KAI क्+ऐ=कै 

K(d) + vv15 = K + O = KO (Short) क्+ऒ= कॊ 
K(d) + vv16 = K + O = KO क्+ओ=को 
K(d) + vv17 = K + O = K(Candra)O  क्+ऑ=कॉ 
K(d) + vv18 = K + AU = KAU क्+औ=कौ 
The combination of two forms (C&V) into a syllable, at 
times creates a new integrated shape or retains partial 
identity of both the forms.  
Syllables can also be formed by adding vowel pho-
nemes to a sequence of more than one consonant pho-
nemes. These syllables are called jodaksharas or 
sanyuktaksharas. For example:  
k-phoneme + y-phoneme + aa-phoneme = kyaa  
क्+य+्आ=क्या 
s-phoneme + t-phoneme + u-phoneme = stu  
स+्त ्+उ=ःतु 
Sample text output (Diagram 2) 

 ्+ऊ=कू 



It is important to note that the invariant element in this 
process is the set of phonemes. The variation occurs in 
the shape of glyphs written in various Indian scripts. For 
example, the phoneme /k/ and /0/ will result in the glyph 
shape where graphic element is added in front in Deva-
nagari where as in Bengali script, graphic shape will be 
added in front and prior to the base glyph. Therefore 
this model can be extended to most of the Indian lan-
guages which have phonetic base. To sum up the pro-
posed scheme calls for code points for consonant 
phoneme k as compared to the existing Devanagari code 
which provides code points for the Akshara - glyph ka. 
The proposed scheme is of additive nature (k + a) as 
compared to subtractive model. This scheme would 
allow unambiguous representation of the entire reper-
toire of characters required for creating the exhaustive 
Devanagari script syllabic range along with its phonetic 
values. 

6 Considerations: Varnamala 

6.1 Through the Varnamala approach the IPA 
 equivalence for Sanskrit text (as well as other 
 Indian language text) can be established as one 
 to one correspondence. And hence can be 
 mapped very easily.  
6.2 Through the Varnamala-Phonemic approach 
 lexical order and sorting operation in the areas 
 of dictionary etc. can be done in the logical and 
 more efficient way. 
6.3 The Phonemic scheme will help grammatically 
 in context to Samaas and Sandhi features in 
 Sanskrit. 
6.4 Under the phonemic scheme the keyboard  in
 put procedure will be simplified by reducing 
 keys for vowel matras.  
6.5 The range of Vedic Sanskrit accent/tonal marks 
 when identified, can be positioned with vowel 
 varnas. 
6.6 The essential Swaraadi Anusvar and Swaraadi 
 Visarga can be added in the standardization. 
6.7 If necessary, Swara Varna and Vyanjana Varna 
 Bhedak Chihnas can be added in extended 
 Devanagari Varnamala. 
6.8 Essential punctuation marks as used in the 
 modern times can also be added if necessary.  

7 Conclusion 

7.1 The new scheme of Phonemes (vowels varnas  
 and consonants varnas) as basic characters, is 
 nearer to the linguistic model of Sanskrit and 
 serves all the linguistic needs.  
7.2 The text-processing operations like indexing 
 and sorting which are very important for in

 formation storage and retrieval on computers 
 can be performed efficiently.  
7.3 Speech synthesis can be facilitated as the  
 nuances of speech are preserved through pho-
 neme standardization.  
7.4 An absolute requirement for any script 
 standardization is that it should facilitate a 
 computer system to take any valid sequence of 
 underlying character codes and algorithmically 
 render the appropriate visual form from a  
 given repertoire of surface glyphs. In the case 
 of Phonemic scheme the required character 
 shaping rules are well-formulated and therefore 
 essential rendering engine can be built based 
 on this concept.  
7.5 (Alekh 1984 NCST, Vividha 1985 NCST, 
 Vidura 1987 NCST). Text processing applica
 tions based on phonemic approach have been 
 successfully implemented in Turnkey jobs and 
 are in use with Sanskrit Institutions like Bharati 
 Samskrt Vidya Niketanam, Lonavla and is con
 sidered favorably by other Sanskrit Institutions 
 and scholars. Vedic Sanskrit text has been en-
 abled on IndiX at C-DAC Mumbai using Pho-
 nemic approach (Diagram 2). 
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Supporting References – Note 1 
 

 
There are 42 phonemes enumerated in these 14 Shivasu-
tras, wherein there are 9 Vowels, 1 Mahaprana, 4 Semi-
vowels, 5 Nasals, 20 Consonants and 3 Fricatives. The 
addition of phoneme ‘A’ (Akaara) in phonemes other 
than vowels such as ‘Ha’ etc. is only for the conven-
ience of utterance and as such the seemingly resem-
blance of these phonemes (such as ‘Ha’ etc.) to syllables 
can be explained.  

Supporting References – Note 2 
 

 

The concept of varna and its features such as Svara, 
Kaala, Sthaana and Prayatna etc. have been already 
identified in Paniniya Shiksha. The definition of Ak-
shara (with consonant, with nasalization or a pure vowel 
can be called Akshara) is observed from Uvata (Rik 
Pratishakhya) and Patanjali’s bhashya. 

Supporting References – Note 3 
 

 
 

 
 

In Vedalakshanam various types of Varnakramas are 
documented for Ghanapathas. In the example above, the 
detail phonetic profile of consonant phoneme T and 
vowel phoneme Ii is self explanatory and vivid. The 
terms such as T Kaar, Ii Kaar are used to indicate the 
concept of Varna. In the Uccaranakalpa – section of 
Taitariya Pratishakhya the formation of articulate 
sounds and their production is described in detailed 
way.  
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